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Abstract
Fast non-volatile memories (NVMs) will soon appear on
the processor memory bus alongside DRAM. The resulting hybrid memory systems will provide software with submicrosecond, high-bandwidth access to persistent data, but
managing, accessing, and maintaining consistency for data
stored in NVM raises a host of challenges. Existing file systems built for spinning or solid-state disks introduce software
overheads that would obscure the performance that NVMs
should provide, but proposed file systems for NVMs either incur similar overheads or fail to provide the strong consistency
guarantees that applications require.
We present NOVA, a file system designed to maximize
performance on hybrid memory systems while providing
strong consistency guarantees. NOVA adapts conventional
log-structured file system techniques to exploit the fast random access that NVMs provide. In particular, it maintains
separate logs for each inode to improve concurrency, and
stores file data outside the log to minimize log size and reduce garbage collection costs. NOVA’s logs provide metadata, data, and mmap atomicity and focus on simplicity and
reliability, keeping complex metadata structures in DRAM
to accelerate lookup operations. Experimental results show
that in write-intensive workloads, NOVA provides 22% to
216× throughput improvement compared to state-of-the-art
file systems, and 3.1× to 13.5× improvement compared to
file systems that provide equally strong data consistency guarantees.

1. Introduction
Emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) technologies such
as spin-torque transfer, phase change, resistive memories [2,
28, 52] and Intel and Micron’s 3D XPoint [1] technology
promise to revolutionize I/O performance. Researchers have
proposed several approaches to integrating NVMs into computer systems [11, 13, 19, 31, 36, 41, 58, 67], and the most
exciting proposals place NVMs on the processor’s memory bus alongside conventional DRAM, leading to hybrid
volatile/non-volatile main memory systems [4, 51, 72, 78].
Combining faster, volatile DRAM with slightly slower, denser
non-volatile main memories (NVMMs) offers the possibility
of storage systems that combine the best characteristics of
both technologies.

Hybrid DRAM/NVMM storage systems present a host of
opportunities and challenges for system designers. These systems need to minimize software overhead if they are to fully
exploit NVMM’s high performance and efficiently support
more flexible access patterns, and at the same time they must
provide the strong consistency guarantees that applications
require and respect the limitations of emerging memories
(e.g., limited program cycles).
Conventional file systems are not suitable for hybrid memory systems because they are built for the performance characteristics of disks (spinning or solid state) and rely on disks’
consistency guarantees (e.g., that sector updates are atomic)
for correctness [47]. Hybrid memory systems differ from
conventional storage systems on both counts: NVMMs provide vastly improved performance over disks while DRAM
provides even better performance, albeit without persistence.
And memory provides different consistency guarantees (e.g.,
64-bit atomic stores) from disks.
Providing strong consistency guarantees is particularly
challenging for memory-based file systems because maintaining data consistency in NVMM can be costly. Modern
CPU and memory systems may reorder stores to memory to
improve performance, breaking consistency in case of system
failure. To compensate, the file system needs to explicitly
flush data from the CPU’s caches to enforce orderings, adding
significant overhead and squandering the improved performance that NVMM can provide [6, 76].
Overcoming these problems is critical since many applications rely on atomic file system operations to ensure their own
correctness. Existing mainstream file systems use journaling,
shadow paging, or log-structuring techniques to provide atomicity. However, journaling wastes bandwidth by doubling the
number of writes to the storage device, and shadow paging
file systems require a cascade of updates from the affected
leaf nodes to the root. Implementing either technique imposes
strict ordering requirements that reduce performance.
Log-structured file systems (LFSs) [55] group small random write requests into a larger sequential write that hard
disks and NAND flash-based solid state drives (SSDs) can
process efficiently. However, conventional LFSs rely on the
availability of contiguous free regions, and maintaining those
regions requires expensive garbage collection operations. As
a result, recent research [59] shows that LFSs perform worse
than journaling file systems on NVMM.

To overcome all these limitations, we present the NOnVolatile memory Accelerated (NOVA) log-structured file system. NOVA adapts conventional log-structured file system
techniques to exploit the fast random access provided by hybrid memory systems. This allows NOVA to support massive
concurrency, reduce log size, and minimize garbage collection costs while providing strong consistency guarantees for
conventional file operations and mmap-based load/store accesses.
Several aspects of NOVA set it apart from previous logstructured file systems. NOVA assigns each inode a separate
log to maximize concurrency during normal operation and
recovery. NOVA stores the logs as linked lists, so they do not
need to be contiguous in memory, and it uses atomic updates
to a log’s tail pointer to provide atomic log append. For
operations that span multiple inodes, NOVA uses lightweight
journaling.
NOVA does not log data, so the recovery process only
needs to scan a small fraction of the NVMM. This also allows NOVA to immediately reclaim pages when they become
stale, significantly reducing garbage collection overhead and
allowing NOVA to sustain good performance even when the
file system is nearly full.
In describing NOVA, this paper makes the following contributions:
• It extends existing log-structured file system techniques to
exploit the characteristics of hybrid memory systems.
• It describes atomic mmap, a simplified interface for exposing NVMM directly to applications with a strong consistency guarantee.
• It demonstrates that NOVA outperforms existing journaling, shadow paging, and log-structured file systems running on hybrid memory systems.
• It shows that NOVA provides these benefits across a range
of proposed NVMM technologies.
We evaluate NOVA using a collection of micro- and macrobenchmarks on a hardware-based NVMM emulator. We find
that NOVA is significantly faster than existing file systems
in a wide range of applications and outperforms file systems
that provide the same data consistency guarantees by between
3.1× and 13.5× in write-intensive workloads. We also measure garbage collection and recovery overheads, and we find
that NOVA provides stable performance under high NVMM
utilization levels and fast recovery in case of system failure.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes NVMMs, the challenges they present, and
related work on NVMM file system design. Section 3 gives
a overview of NOVA architecture and Section 4 describes
the implementation in detail. Section 5 evaluates NOVA, and
Section 6 concludes.

2. Background
NOVA targets memory systems that include emerging nonvolatile memory technologies along with DRAM. This section first provides a brief survey of NVM technologies and the
opportunities and challenges they present to system designers. Then, we discuss how other file systems have provided
atomic operations and consistency guarantees. Finally, we
discuss previous work on NVMM file systems.
2.1. Non-volatile memory technologies
Emerging non-volatile memory technologies, such as
spin-torque transfer RAM (STT-RAM) [28, 42], phase
change memory (PCM) [10, 18, 29, 52], resistive RAM
(ReRAM) [22, 62], and 3D XPoint memory technology [1],
promise to provide fast, non-volatile, byte-addressable memories. Suzuki et al. [63] provides a survey of these technologies
and their evolution over time.
These memories have different strengths and weaknesses
that make them useful in different parts of the memory hierarchy. STT-RAM can meet or surpass DRAM’s latency and it
may eventually appear in on-chip, last-level caches [77], but
its large cell size limits capacity and its feasibility as a DRAM
replacement. PCM and ReRAM are denser than DRAM, and
may enable very large, non-volatile main memories. However, their relatively long latencies make it unlikely that they
will fully replace DRAM as main memory. The 3D XPoint
memory technology recently announced by Intel and Micron
is rumored to be one of these and to offer performance up
to 1,000 times faster than NAND flash [1]. It will appear in
both SSDs and on the processor memory bus. As a result, we
expect to see hybrid volatile/non-volatile memory hierarchies
become common in large systems.
2.2. Challenges for NVMM software
NVMM technologies present several challenges to file system designers. The most critical of these focus on balancing
the memories’ performance against software overheads, enforcing ordering among updates to ensure consistency, and
providing atomic updates.
Performance The low latencies of NVMMs alters the
trade-offs between hardware and software latency. In conventional storage systems, the latency of slow storage devices (e.g., disks) dominates access latency, so software efficiency is not critical. Previous work has shown that with
fast NVMM, software costs can quickly dominate memory
latency, squandering the performance that NVMMs could
provide [7, 12, 68, 74].
Since NVMM memories offer low latency and will be on
the processor’s memory bus, software should be able to access
them directly via loads and stores. Recent NVMM-based file

systems [21, 71, 73] bypass the DRAM page cache and access
NVMM directly using a technique called Direct Access (DAX)
or eXecute In Place (XIP), avoiding extra copies between
NVMM and DRAM in the storage stack. NOVA is a DAX
file system and we expect that all NVMM file systems will
provide these (or similar) features. We describe currently
available DAX file systems in Section 2.4.
Write reordering Modern processors and their caching
hierarchies may reorder store operations to improve performance. The CPU’s memory consistency protocol makes guarantees about the ordering of memory updates, but existing
models (with the exception of research proposals [20, 46]) do
not provide guarantees on when updates will reach NVMMs.
As a result, a power failure may leave the data in an inconsistent state.
NVMM-aware software can avoid this by explicitly flushing caches and issuing memory barriers to enforce write
ordering. The x86 architecture provides the clflush instruction to flush a CPU cacheline, but clflush is strictly
ordered and needlessly invalidates the cacheline, incurring a
significant performance penalty [6, 76]. Also, clflush only
sends data to the memory controller; it does not guarantee
the data will reach memory. Memory barriers such as Intel’s
mfence instruction enforce order on memory operations before and after the barrier, but mfence only guarantees all
CPUs have the same view of the memory. It does not impose
any constraints on the order of data writebacks to NVMM.
Intel has proposed new instructions that fix these problems, including clflushopt (a more efficient version of
clflush), clwb (to explicitly write back a cache line without invalidating it) and PCOMMIT (to force stores out to
NVMM) [26, 79]. NOVA is built with these instructions
in mind. In our evaluation we use a hardware NVMM emulation system that approximates the performance impacts of
these instructions.
Atomicity
POSIX-style file system semantics require
many operations to be atomic (i.e., to execute in an “all or
nothing” fashion). For example, the POSIX rename requires that if the operation fails, neither the file with the old
name nor the file with the new name shall be changed or
created [53]. Renaming a file is a metadata-only operation,
but some atomic updates apply to both file system metadata
and data. For instance, appending to a file atomically updates
the file data and changes the file’s length and modification
time. Many applications rely on atomic file system operations
for their own correctness.
Storage devices typically provide only rudimentary guarantees about atomicity. Disks provide atomic sector writes and
processors guarantee only that 8-byte (or smaller), aligned
stores are atomic. To build the more complex atomic up-

dates that file systems require, programmers must use more
complex techniques.
2.3. Building complex atomic operations
Existing file systems use a variety of techniques like journaling, shadow paging, or log-structuring to provide atomicity
guarantees. These work in different ways and incur different
types of overheads.
Journaling Journaling (or write-ahead logging) is widely
used in journaling file systems [24, 27, 32, 71] and
databases [39, 43] to ensure atomicity. A journaling system
records all updates to a journal before applying them and, in
case of power failure, replays the journal to restore the system
to a consistent state. Journaling requires writing data twice:
once to the log and once to the target location, and to improve performance journaling file systems usually only journal metadata. Recent work has proposed back pointers [17]
and decoupling ordering from durability [16] to reduce the
overhead of journaling.
Shadow paging Several file systems use a copy-on-write
mechanism called shadow paging [20, 8, 25, 54]. Shadow
paging file systems rely heavily on their tree structure to
provide atomicity. Rather than modifying data in-place during
a write, shadow paging writes a new copy of the affected
page(s) to an empty portion of the storage device. Then, it
splices the new pages into the file system tree by updating
the nodes between the pages and root. The resulting cascade
of updates is potentially expensive.
Log-structuring Log-structured file systems (LFSs) [55,
60] were originally designed to exploit hard disk drives’ high
performance on sequential accesses. LFSs buffer random
writes in memory and convert them into larger, sequential
writes to the disk, making the best of hard disks’ strengths.
Although LFS is an elegant idea, implementing it efficiently is complex, because LFSs rely on writing sequentially
to contiguous free regions of the disk. To ensure a consistent
supply of such regions, LFSs constantly clean and compact
the log to reclaim space occupied by stale data.
Log cleaning adds overhead and degrades the performance
of LFSs [3, 61]. To reduce cleaning overhead, some LFS
designs separate hot and cold data and apply different cleaning policies to each [69, 70]. SSDs also perform best under
sequential workloads [9, 14], so LFS techniques have been
applied to SSD file systems as well. SFS [38] classifies file
blocks based on their update likelihood, and writes blocks
with similar “hotness” into the same log segment to reduce
cleaning overhead. F2FS [30] uses multi-head logging, writes
metadata and data to separate logs, and writes new data directly to free space in dirty segments at high disk utilization
to avoid frequent garbage collection.

RAMCloud [44] is a DRAM-based storage system that
keeps all its data in DRAM to service reads and maintains
a persistent version on hard drives. RAMCloud applies log
structure to both DRAM and disk: It allocates DRAM in a
log-structured way, achieving higher DRAM utilization than
other memory allocators [56], and stores the back up data in
logs on disk.
2.4. File systems for NVMM
Several groups have designed NVMM-based file systems that
address some of the issues described in Section 2.2 by applying one or more of the techniques discussed in Section 2.3,
but none meet all the requirements that modern applications
place on file systems.
BPFS [20] is a shadow paging file system that provides
metadata and data consistency. BPFS proposes a hardware
mechanism to enforce store durability and ordering. BPFS
uses short-circuit shadow paging to reduce shadow paging
overheads in common cases, but certain operations that span
a large portion of the file system tree (e.g., a move between
directories) can still incur large overheads.
PMFS [21, 49] is a lightweight DAX file system that bypasses the block layer and file system page cache to improve
performance. PMFS uses journaling for metadata updates. It
performs writes in-place, so they are not atomic.
Ext4-DAX [71] extends Ext4 with DAX capabilities to
directly access NVMM, and uses journaling to guarantee
metadata update atomicity. The normal (non-DAX) Ext4 file
system has a data-journal mode to provide data atomicity.
Ext4-DAX does not support this mode, so data updates are
not atomic.
SCMFS [73] utilizes the operating system’s virtual memory management module and maps files to large contiguous virtual address regions, making file accesses simple and
lightweight. SCMFS does not provide any consistency guarantee of metadata or data.
Aerie [66] implements the file system interface and functionality in user space to provide low-latency access to data
in NVMM. It has an optimization that improves performance
by relaxing POSIX semantics. Aerie journals metadata but
does not support data atomicity or mmap operation.

3. NOVA Design Overview
NOVA is a log-structured, POSIX file system that builds on
the strengths of LFS and adapts them to take advantage of
hybrid memory systems. Because it targets a different storage
technology, NOVA looks very different from conventional
log-structured file systems that are built to maximize disk
bandwidth.
We designed NOVA based on three observations. First,
logs that support atomic updates are easy to implement cor-

rectly in NVMM, but they are not efficient for search operations (e.g., directory lookup and random-access within a
file). Conversely, data structures that support fast search (e.g.,
tree structures) are more difficult to implement correctly and
efficiently in NVMM [15, 40, 65, 75]. Second, the complexity of cleaning logs stems primarily from the need to supply
contiguous free regions of storage, but this is not necessary
in NVMM, because random access is cheap. Third, using
a single log makes sense for disks (where there is a single
disk head and improving spatial locality is paramount), but
it limits concurrency. Since NVMMs support fast, highly
concurrent random accesses, using multiple logs does not
negatively impact performance.
Based on these observations, we made the following design
decisions in NOVA.
Keep logs in NVMM and indexes in DRAM. NOVA
keeps log and file data in NVMM and builds radix trees [35]
in DRAM to quickly perform search operations, making the
in-NVMM data structures simple and efficient. We use a
radix tree because there is a mature, well-tested, widely-used
implementation in the Linux kernel. The leaves of the radix
tree point to entries in the log which in turn point to file data.
Give each inode its own log. Each inode in NOVA has
its own log, allowing concurrent updates across files without
synchronization. This structure allows for high concurrency
both in file access and during recovery, since NOVA can
replay multiple logs simultaneously. NOVA also guarantees
that the number of valid log entries is small (on the order of
the number of extents in the file), which ensures that scanning
the log is fast.
Use logging and lightweight journaling for complex
atomic updates.
NOVA is log-structured because this
provides cheaper atomic updates than journaling and shadow
paging. To atomically write data to a log, NOVA first appends data to the log and then atomically updates the log
tail to commit the updates, thus avoiding both the duplicate
writes overhead of journaling file systems and the cascading
update costs of shadow paging systems.
Some directory operations, such as a move between directories, span multiple inodes and NOVA uses journaling to
atomically update multiple logs. NOVA first writes data at the
end of each inode’s log, and then journals the log tail updates
to update them atomically. NOVA journaling is lightweight
since it only involves log tails (as opposed to file data or
metadata) and no POSIX file operation operates on more than
four inodes.
Implement the log as a singly linked list.
The locality
benefits of sequential logs are less important in NVMM-based
storage, so NOVA uses a linked list of 4 KB NVMM pages
to hold the log and stores the next page pointer in the end of

each log page.
Allowing for non-sequential log storage provides three
advantages. First, allocating log space is easy since NOVA
does not need to allocate large, contiguous regions for the
log. Second, NOVA can perform log cleaning at fine-grained,
page-size granularity. Third, reclaiming log pages that contain only stale entries requires just a few pointer assignments.
Do not log file data.
The inode logs in NOVA do not
contain file data. Instead, NOVA uses copy-on-write for
modified pages and appends metadata about the write to the
log. The metadata describe the update and point to the data
pages. Section 4.4 describes file write operation in more
detail.
Using copy-on-write for file data is useful for several reasons. First, it results in a shorter log, accelerating the recovery
process. Second, it makes garbage collection simpler and
more efficient, since NOVA never has to copy file data out of
the log to reclaim a log page. Third, reclaiming stale pages
and allocating new data pages are both easy, since they just
require adding and removing pages from in-DRAM free lists.
Fourth, since it can reclaim stale data pages immediately,
NOVA can sustain performance even under heavy write loads
and high NVMM utilization levels.
The next section describes the implementation of NOVA
in more detail.

4. Implementing NOVA
We have implemented NOVA in the Linux kernel version
4.0. NOVA uses the existing NVMM hooks in the kernel
and has passed the Linux POSIX file system test suite [50].
The source code is available on GitHub: https://github.com/
NVSL/NOVA. In this section we first describe the overall
file system layout and its atomicity and write ordering mechanisms. Then, we describe how NOVA performs atomic directory, file, and mmap operations. Finally we discuss garbage
collection, recovery, and memory protection in NOVA.
4.1. NVMM data structures and space management
Figure 1 shows the high-level layout of NOVA data structures
in a region of NVMM it manages. NOVA divides the NVMM
into four parts: the superblock and recovery inode, the inode
tables, the journals, and log/data pages. The superblock
contains global file system information, the recovery inode
stores recovery information that accelerates NOVA remount
after a clean shutdown (see Section 4.7), the inode tables
contain inodes, the journals provide atomicity to directory
operations, and the remaining area contains NVMM log and
data pages. We designed NOVA with scalability in mind:
NOVA maintains an inode table, journal, and NVMM free
page list at each CPU to avoid global locking and scalability
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Figure 1: NOVA data structure layout. NOVA has per-CPU free
lists, journals and inode tables to ensure good scalability. Each
inode has a separate log consisting of a singly linked list of 4 KB log
pages; the tail pointer in the inode points to the latest committed
entry in the log.

bottlenecks.
Inode table NOVA initializes each inode table as a 2 MB
block array of inodes. Each NOVA inode is aligned on 128byte boundary, so that given the inode number NOVA can
easily locate the target inode. NOVA assigns new inodes to
each inode table in a round-robin order, so that inodes are
evenly distributed among inode tables. If the inode table
is full, NOVA extends it by building a linked list of 2 MB
sub-tables. To reduce the inode table size, each NOVA inode
contains a valid bit and NOVA reuses invalid inodes for new
files and directories. Per-CPU inode tables avoid the inode
allocation contention and allow for parallel scanning in failure
recovery.
A NOVA inode contains pointers to the head and tail of its
log. The log is a linked list of 4 KB pages, and the tail always
points to the latest committed log entry. NOVA scans the log
from head to tail to rebuild the DRAM data structures when
the system accesses the inode for the first time.
Journal A NOVA journal is a 4 KB circular buffer and
NOVA manages each journal with a <enqueue, dequeue>
pointer pair. To coordinate updates that across multiple inodes, NOVA first appends log entries to each log, and then
starts a transaction by appending all the affected log tails to
the current CPU’s journal enqueue, and updates the enqueue
pointer. After propagating the updates to the target log tails,
NOVA updates the dequeue equal to enqueue to commit the
transaction. For a create operation, NOVA journals the
directory’s log tail pointer and new inode’s valid bit. During
power failure recovery, NOVA checks each journal and rolls
back any updates between the journal’s dequeue and enqueue.
NOVA only allows one open transaction at a time on each
core and per-CPU journals allow for concurrent transactions.
For each directory operation, the kernel’s virtual file system

(VFS) layer locks all the affected inodes, so concurrent transactions never modify the same inode.
NVMM space management To make NVMM allocation
and deallocation fast, NOVA divides NVMM into pools, one
per CPU, and keeps lists of free NVMM pages in DRAM.
If no pages are available in the current CPU’s pool, NOVA
allocates pages from the largest pool, and uses per-pool locks
to provide protection. This allocation scheme is similar to
scalable memory allocators like Hoard [5]. To reduce the
allocator size, NOVA uses a red-black tree to keep the free
list sorted by address, allowing for efficient merging and
providing O(log n) deallocation. To improve performance,
NOVA does not store the allocator state in NVMM during
operation. On a normal shutdown, it records the allocator
state to the recovery inode’s log and restores the allocator
state by scanning the all the inodes’ logs in case of a power
failure.
NOVA allocates log space aggressively to avoid the need
to frequently resize the log. Initially, an inode’s log contains
one page. When the log exhausts the available space, NOVA
allocates sufficient new pages to double the log space and
appends them to the log. If the log length is above a given
threshold, NOVA appends a fixed number of pages each time.
4.2. Atomicity and enforcing write ordering
NOVA provides fast atomicity for metadata, data, and mmap
updates using a technique that combines log structuring and
journaling. This technique uses three mechanisms.
64-bit atomic updates Modern processors support 64-bit
atomic writes for volatile memory and NOVA assumes that
64-bit writes to NVMM will be atomic as well. NOVA uses
64-bit in-place writes to directly modify metadata for some
operations (e.g., the file’s atime for reads) and uses them to
commit updates to the log by updating the inode’s log tail
pointer.
Logging NOVA uses the inode’s log to record operations
that modify a single inode. These include operations such
as write, msync and chmod. The logs are independent of
one another.
Lightweight journaling For directory operations that require changes to multiple inodes (e.g., create, unlink
and rename), NOVA uses lightweight journaling to provide
atomicity. At any time, the data in any NOVA journal are
small—no more than 64 bytes: The most complex POSIX
rename operation involves up to four inodes, and NOVA
only needs 16 bytes to journal each inode: 8 bytes for the
address of the log tail pointer and 8 bytes for the value.
Enforcing write ordering NOVA relies on three write ordering rules to ensure consistency. First, it commits data

new_tail = append_to_log(inode->tail, entry);
// writes back the log entry cachelines
clwb(inode->tail, entry->length);
sfence();
// orders subsequent PCOMMIT
PCOMMIT();
// commits entry to NVMM
sfence();
// orders subsequent store
inode->tail = new_tail;

Figure 2: Pseudocode for enforcing write ordering. NOVA
commits the log entry to NVMM strictly before updating the log
tail pointer. The persistency of the tail update is not shown in the
figure.

and log entries to NVMM before updating the log tail. Second, it commits journal data to NVMM before propagating
the updates. Third, it commits new versions of data pages
to NVMM before recycling the stale versions. If NOVA is
running on a system that supports clflushopt, clwb and
PCOMMIT instructions, it uses the code in Figure 2 to enforce
the write ordering.
First, the code appends the entry to the log. Then it flushes
the affected cache lines with clwb. Next, it issues a sfence
and a PCOMMIT instruction to force all previous updates to
the NVMM controller. A second sfence prevents the tail
update from occurring before the PCOMMIT. The write-back
and commit of the tail update are not shown in the figure.
If the platform does not support the new instructions,
NOVA uses movntq, a non-temporal move instruction that
bypasses the CPU cache hierarchy to perform direct writes to
NVMM and uses a combination of clflush and sfence
to enforce the write ordering.
4.3. Directory operations
NOVA pays close attention to directory operations because
they have a large impact on application performance [37, 33,
64]. NOVA includes optimizations for all the major directory
operations, including link, symlink and rename.
NOVA directories comprise two parts: the log of the directory’s inode in NVMM and a radix tree in DRAM. Figure 3
shows the relationship between these components. The directory’s log holds two kinds of entries: directory entries
(dentry) and inode update entries. Dentries include the name
of the child file/directory, its inode number, and timestamp.
NOVA uses the timestamp to atomically update the directory
inode’s mtime and ctime with the operation. NOVA appends
a dentry to the log when it creates, deletes, or renames a file
or subdirectory under that directory. A dentry for a delete
operation has its inode number set to zero to distinguish it
from a create dentry.
NOVA adds inode update entries to the directory’s log
to record updates to the directory’s inode (e.g., for chmod
and chown). These operations modify multiple fields of the
inode, and the inode update entry provides atomicity.
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dentry to the directory’s log (step 1), updates the log tail as part of
a transaction (step 2), and updates the radix tree (step 3).

To speed up dentry lookups, NOVA keeps a radix tree
in DRAM for each directory inode. The key is the hash
value of the dentry name, and each leaf node points to the
corresponding dentry in the log. The radix tree makes search
efficient even for large directories. Below, we use file creation
and deletion to illustrate these principles.
Creating a file Figure 3 illustrates the creation of file zoo
in a directory that already contains file bar. The directory has
recently undergone a chmod operation and used to contain
another file, foo. The log entries for those operations are
visible in the figure. NOVA first selects and initializes an
unused inode in the inode table for zoo, and appends a create
dentry of zoo to the directory’s log. Then, NOVA uses the
current CPU’s journal to atomically update the directory’s
log tail and set the valid bit of the new inode. Finally NOVA
adds the file to the directory’s radix tree in DRAM.
Deleting a file In Linux, deleting a file requires two updates: The first decrements the link count of the file’s inode,
and the second removes the file from the enclosing directory.
NOVA first appends a delete dentry log entry to the directory
inode’s log and an inode update entry to the file inode’s log
and then uses the journaling mechanism to atomically update both log tails. Finally it propagates the changes to the
directory’s radix tree in DRAM.
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Figure 4: NOVA file structure. An 8 KB (i.e., 2-page) write to
page two (<2, 2>) of a file requires five steps. NOVA first writes a
copy of the data to new pages (step 1) and appends the file write
entry (step 2). Then it updates the log tail (step 3) and the radix
tree (step 4). Finally, NOVA returns the old version of the data to
the allocator (step 5).

operations and point to data pages the write modified. File
write entries also include timestamp and file size, so that
write operations atomically update the file’s metadata. The
DRAM radix tree maps file offsets to file write entries.
If the write is large, NOVA may not be able to describe it
with a single write entry. If NOVA cannot find a large enough
set of contiguous pages, it breaks the write into multiple
write entries and appends them all to the log to satisfy the
request. To maintain atomicity, NOVA commits all the entries
with a single update to the log tail pointer.
For a read operation, NOVA updates the file inode’s access time with a 64-bit atomic write, locates the required page
using the file’s radix tree, and copies the data from NVMM
to the user buffer.

4.4. Atomic file operations

Figure 4 illustrates a write operation. The notation <file
pgoff, num pages> denotes the page offset and number of
pages a write affects. The first two entries in the log describe two writes, <0, 1> and <1, 2>, of 4 KB and 8 KB
(i.e., 1 and 2 pages), respectively. A third, 8 KB write, <2,
2>, is in flight.

The NOVA file structure uses logging to provide metadata
and data atomicity with low overhead, and it uses copy-onwrite for file data to reduce the log size and make garbage
collection simple and efficient. Figure 4 shows the structure
of a NOVA file. The file inode’s log records metadata changes,
and each file has a radix tree in DRAM to locate data in the
file by the file offset.
A file inode’s log contains two kinds of log entries: inode
update entries and file write entries that describe file write

To perform the <2, 2> write, NOVA fills data pages
and then appends the <2, 2> entry to the file’s inode log.
Then NOVA atomically updates the log tail to commit the
write, and updates the radix tree in DRAM, so that offset “2”
points to the new entry. The NVMM page that holds the old
contents of page 2 returns to the free list immediately. During
the operation, a per-inode lock protects the log and the radix
tree from concurrent updates. When the write system call
returns, all the updates are persistent in NVMM.

Tail

4.5. Atomic mmap
DAX file systems allow applications to access NVMM directly via load and store instructions by mapping the physical
NVMM file data pages into the application’s address space.
This DAX-mmap exposes the NVMM’s raw performance to
the applications and is likely to be a critical interface in the
future.
While DAX-mmap bypasses the file system page cache
and avoids paging overheads, it presents challenges for programmers. DAX-mmap provides raw NVMM so the only
atomicity mechanisms available to the programmer are the
64-bit writes, fences, and cache flush instructions that the
processor provides. Using these primitives to build robust
non-volatile data structures is very difficult [19, 67, 34], and
expecting programmers to do so will likely limit the usefulness of direct-mapped NVMM.
To address this problem, NOVA proposes a direct
NVMM access model with stronger consistency called
atomic-mmap. When an application uses atomic-mmap
to map a file into its address space, NOVA allocates replica
pages from NVMM, copies the file data to the replica pages,
and then maps the replicas into the address space. When the
application calls msync on the replica pages, NOVA handles
it as a write request described in the previous section, uses
movntq operation to copy the data from replica pages to
data pages directly, and commits the changes atomically.
Since NOVA uses copy-on-write for file data and reclaims
stale data pages immediately, it does not support DAX-mmap.
Atomic-mmap has higher overhead than DAX-mmap but
provides stronger consistency guarantee. The normal DRAM
mmap is not atomic because the operating system might eagerly write back a subset of dirty pages to the file system,
leaving the file data inconsistent in event of a system failure [45]. NOVA could support atomic mmap in DRAM by
preventing the operating system from flushing dirty pages,
but we leave this feature as future work.
4.6. Garbage collection
NOVA’s logs are linked lists and contain only metadata, making garbage collection simple and efficient. This structure
also frees NOVA from the need to constantly move data to
maintain a supply of contiguous free regions.
NOVA handles garbage collection for stale data pages and
stale log entries separately. NOVA collects stale data pages
immediately during write operations (see Section 4.4).
Cleaning inode logs is more complex. A log entry is dead
in NOVA if it is not the last entry in the log (because the
last entry records the inode’s latest ctime) and any of the
following conditions is met:
• A file write entry is dead, if it does not refer to valid data
pages.
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Figure 5: NOVA log cleaning. The linked list structure of log
provides simple and efficient garbage collection. Fast GC reclaims
invalid log pages by deleting them from the linked list (a), while
thorough GC copies live log entries to a new version of the log (b).

• An inode update that modifies metadata (e.g., mode or
mtime) is dead, if a later inode update modifies the same
piece of metadata.
• A dentry update is dead, if it is marked invalid.
NOVA mark dentries invalid in certain cases. For instance,
file creation adds a create dentry to the log. Deleting the
file adds a delete dentry, and it also marks the create dentry
as invalid. (If the NOVA garbage collector reclaimed the
delete dentry but left the create dentry, the file would seem to
reappear.)
These rules determine which log entries are alive and dead,
and NOVA uses two different garbage collection (GC) techniques to reclaim dead entries.
Fast GC Fast GC emphasizes speed over thoroughness
and it does not require any copying. NOVA uses it to quickly
reclaim space when it extends an inode’s log. If all the entries
in a log page are dead, fast GC reclaims it by deleting the page
from the log’s linked list. Figure 5(a) shows an example of
fast log garbage collection. Originally the log has four pages
and page 2 contains only dead log entries. NOVA atomically
updates the next page pointer of page 1 to point to page 3 and
frees page 2.
Thorough GC During the fast GC log scan, NOVA tallies
the space that live log entries occupy. If the live entries
account for less than 50% of the log space, NOVA applies
thorough GC after fast GC finishes, copies live entries into a
new, compacted version of the log, updates the DRAM data
structure to point to the new log, then atomically replaces the
old log with the new one, and finally reclaims the old log.
Figure 5(b) illustrates thorough GC after fast GC is complete. NOVA allocates a new log page 5, and copies valid log
entries in page 1 and 3 into it. Then, NOVA links page 5 to
page 4 to create a new log and replace the old one. NOVA

does not copy the live entries in page 4 to avoid updating the
log tail, so that NOVA can atomically replace the old log by
updating the log head pointer.
4.7. Shutdown and Recovery
When NOVA mounts the file system, it reconstructs the inDRAM data structures it needs. Since applications may access only a portion of the inodes while the file system is
running, NOVA adopts a policy called lazy rebuild to reduce
the recovery time: It postpones rebuilding the radix tree and
the inode until the system accesses the inode for the first
time. This policy accelerates the recovery process and reduces DRAM consumption. As a result, during remount
NOVA only needs to reconstruct the NVMM free page lists.
The algorithm NOVA uses to recover the free lists is different
for “clean” shutdowns than for system failures.
Recovery after a normal shutdown On a clean unmount,
NOVA stores the NVMM page allocator state in the recovery
inode’s log and restores the allocator during the subsequent
remount. Since NOVA does not scan any inode logs in this
case, the recovery process is very fast: Our measurement
shows that NOVA can remount a 50 GB file system in 1.2
milliseconds.
Recovery after a failure In case of a unclean dismount
(e.g., system crash), NOVA must rebuild the NVMM allocator
information by scanning the inode logs. NOVA log scanning
is fast because of two design decisions. First, per-CPU inode
tables and per-inode logs allow for vast parallelism in log
recovery. Second, since the logs do not contain data pages,
they tend to be short. The number of live log entries in an
inode log is roughly the number of extents in the file. As
a result, NOVA only needs to scan a small fraction of the
NVMM during recovery. The NOVA failure recovery consists
of two steps:
First, NOVA checks each journal and rolls back any uncommitted transactions to restore the file system to a consistent
state.
Second, NOVA starts a recovery thread on each CPU and
scans the inode tables in parallel, performing log scanning
for every valid inode in the inode table. NOVA use different
recovery mechanisms for directory inodes and file inodes:
For a directory inode, NOVA scans the log’s linked list to
enumerate the pages it occupies, but it does not inspect the
log’s contents. For a file inode, NOVA reads the write entries
in the log to enumerate the data pages.
During the recovery scan NOVA builds a bitmap of occupied pages, and rebuilds the allocator based on the result.
After this process completes, the file system is ready to accept
new requests.

4.8. NVMM Protection
Since the kernel maps NVMM into its address space during NOVA mount, the NVMM is susceptible to corruption
by errant stores from the kernel. To protect the file system
and prevent permanent corruption of the NVMM from stray
writes, NOVA must make sure it is the only system software
that accesses the NVMM.
NOVA uses the same protection mechanism that PMFS
does. Upon mount, the whole NVMM region is mapped as
read-only. Whenever NOVA needs to write to the NVMM
pages, it opens a write window by disabling the processor’s
write protect control (CR0.WP). When CR0.WP is clear, kernel software running on ring 0 can write to pages marked
read-only in the kernel address space. After the NVMM write
completes, NOVA resets CR0.WP to close the write window.
CR0.WP is not saved across interrupts so NOVA disables local interrupts during the write window. Opening and closing
the write window does not require modifying the page tables
or the TLB, so it is inexpensive.

5. Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the performance of NOVA and
answer the following questions:
• How does NOVA perform against state-of-the-art file systems built for disks, SSDs, and NVMM?
• What kind of operations benefit most from NOVA?
• How do underlying NVMM characteristics affect NOVA
performance?
• How efficient is NOVA garbage collection compared to
other approaches?
• How expensive is NOVA recovery?
We first describe the experimental setup and then evaluate
NOVA with micro- and macro-benchmarks.
5.1. Experimental setup
To emulate different types of NVMM and study their effects on NVMM file systems, we use the Intel Persistent
Memory Emulation Platform (PMEP) [21]. PMEP is a dualsocket Intel Xeon processor-based platform with special CPU
microcode and firmware. The processors on PMEP run at
2.6 GHz with 8 cores and 4 DDR3 channels. The BIOS marks
the DRAM memory on channels 2 and 3 as emulated NVMM.
PMEP supports configurable latencies and bandwidth for the
emulated NVMM, allowing us to explore NOVA’s performance on a variety of future memory technologies. PMEP
emulates clflushopt, clwb, and PCOMMIT instructions
with processor microcode.
In our tests we configure the PMEP with 32 GB of DRAM
and 64 GB of NVMM. To emulate different NVMM technologies, we choose two configurations for PMEP’s mem-

NVMM
STT-RAM
PCM

Read
latency
100 ns
300 ns

Write bandwidth
Full DRAM
1/8 DRAM

clwb
latency
40 ns
40 ns

PCOMMIT
latency
200 ns
500 ns

Table 1: NVMM emulation characteristics. STT-RAM emulates
fast NVMs that have access latency and bandwidth close to DRAM,
and PCM emulates NVMs that are slower than DRAM.

ory emulation system (Table 1): For STT-RAM we use the
same read latency and bandwidth as DRAM, and configure
PCOMMIT to take 200 ns; For PCM we use 300 ns for the read
latency and reduce the write bandwidth to 1/8th of DRAM,
and PCOMMIT takes 500 ns.
We evaluate NOVA on Linux kernel 4.0 against seven file
systems: Two of these, PMFS and Ext4-DAX are the only
available open source NVMM file systems that we know
of. Both of them journal metadata and perform in-place
updates for file data. Two others, NILFS2 and F2FS are logstructured file systems designed for HDD and flash-based
storage, respectively. We also compare to Ext4 in default
mode (Ext4) and in data journal mode (Ext4-data) which
provides data atomicity. Finally, we compare to Btrfs [54], a
state-of-the-art copy-on-write Linux file system. Except for
Ext4-DAX and Ext4-data, all the file systems are mounted
with default options. Btrfs and Ext4-data are the only two file
systems in the group that provide the same, strong consistency
guarantees as NOVA.
PMFS and NOVA manage NVMM directly and do not
require a block device interface. For the other file systems,
we use the Intel persistent memory driver [48] to emulate
NVMM-based ramdisk-like device. The driver does not provide any protection from stray kernel stores, so we disable
the CR0.WP protection in PMFS and NOVA in the tests to
make the comparison fair. We add clwb and PCOMMIT
instructions to flush data where necessary in each file system.
5.2. Microbenchmarks
We use a single-thread micro-benchmark to evaluate the latency of basic file system operations. The benchmark creates
10,000 files, makes sixteen 4 KB appends to each file, calls
fsync to persist the files, and finally deletes them.
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the results on STT-RAM and
PCM, respectively. The latency of fsync is amortized across
the append operations. NOVA provides the lowest latency
for each operation, outperforms other file systems by between
35% and 17×, and improves the append performance by
7.3× and 6.7× compared to Ext4-data and Btrfs respectively.
PMFS is closest to NOVA in terms of append and delete
performance. NILFS2 performs poorly on create operations, suggesting that naively using log-structured, diskoriented file systems on NVMM is unwise.

Workload
Fileserver
Webproxy
Webserver
Varmail

Average
file size
128 KB
32 KB
64 KB
32 KB

I/O size
(r/w)
16 KB/16 KB
1 MB/16 KB
1 MB/8 KB
1 MB/16 KB

Threads
50
50
50
50

R/W
ratio
1:2
5:1
10:1
1:1

# of files
Small/Large
100K/400K
100K/1M
100K/500K
100K/1M

Table 2: Filebench workload characteristics. The selected four
workloads have different read/write ratios and access patterns.

NOVA is more sensitive to NVMM performance than the
other file systems because NOVA’s software overheads are
lower, and so overall performance more directly reflects the
underlying memory performance. Figure 6(c) shows the
latency breakdown of NOVA file operations on STT-RAM
and PCM. For create and append operations, NOVA only
accounts for 21%–28% of the total latency. On PCM the
NOVA delete latency increases by 76% because NOVA
reads the inode log to free data and log blocks and PCM
has higher read latency. For the create operation, the
VFS layer accounts for 49% of the latency on average. The
memory copy from the user buffer to NVMM consumes 51%
of the append execution time on STT-RAM, suggesting that
the POSIX interface may be the performance bottleneck on
high speed memory devices.
5.3. Macrobenchmarks
We select four Filebench [23] workloads—fileserver,
webproxy, webserver and varmail—to evaluate the
application-level performance of NOVA. Table 2 summarizes
the characteristics of the workloads. For each workload we
test two dataset sizes by changing the number of files. The
small dataset will fit entirely in DRAM, allowing file systems
that use the DRAM page cache to cache the entire dataset.
The large dataset is too large to fit in DRAM, so the page
cache is less useful. We run each test five times and report
the average. Figure 7 shows the Filebench throughput with
different NVMM technologies and data set sizes.
In the fileserver workload, NOVA outperforms other file
systems by between 1.8× and 16.6× on STT-RAM, and between 22% and 9.1× on PCM for the large dataset. NOVA
outperforms Ext4-data by 11.4× and Btrfs by 13.5× on
STT-RAM, while providing the same consistency guarantees. NOVA on STT-RAM delivers twice the throughput
compared to PCM, because of PCM’s lower write bandwidth.
PMFS performance drops by 80% between the small and
large datasets, indicating its poor scalability.
Webproxy is a read-intensive workload. For the small
dataset, NOVA performs similarly to Ext4 and Ext4-DAX,
and 2.1× faster than Ext4-data. For the large workload,
NOVA performs between 36% and 53% better than F2FS
and Ext4-DAX. PMFS performs directory lookup by linearly
searching the directory entries, and NILFS2’s directory lock
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Figure 6: File system operation latency on different NVMM configurations. The single-thread benchmark performs create, append
and delete operations on a large number of files.
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Figure 7: Filebench throughput with different file system patterns and dataset sizes on STT-RAM and PCM. Each workload has
two dataset sizes so that the small one can fit in DRAM entirely while the large one cannot. The standard deviation is less than 5% of the
value.

design is not scalable [57], so their performance suffers since
webproxy puts all the test files in one large directory.
Webserver is a read-dominated workload and does not
involve any directory operations. As a result, non-DAX file
systems benefit significantly from the DRAM page cache and
the workload size has a large impact on performance. Since
STT-RAM has the same latency as DRAM, small workload
performance is roughly the same for all the file systems with
NOVA enjoying a small advantage. On the large data set,
NOVA performs 10% better on average than Ext4-DAX and
PMFS, and 63% better on average than non-DAX file systems.
On PCM, NOVA’s performance is about the same as the

other DAX file systems. For the small dataset, non-DAX file
systems are 33% faster on average due to DRAM caching.
However, for the large dataset, NOVA’s performance remains
stable while non-DAX performance drops by 60%.
Varmail emulates an email server with a large number
of small files and involves both read and write operations. NOVA outperforms Btrfs by 11.1× and Ext4-data
by 3.1× on average, and outperforms the other file systems
by between 2.2× and 216×, demonstrating its capabilities
in write-intensive workloads and its good scalability with
large directories. NILFS2 and PMFS still suffer from poor
directory operation performance.

Duration
NILFS2
F2FS
NOVA
# GC pages
Fast
Thorough

10s
Fail
37,979
222,337

30s
Fail
23,193
222,229

120s
Fail
18,240
220,158

600s
Fail
Fail
209,454

3600s
Fail
Fail
205,347

0
102

255
2,120

17,385
9,633

159,406
27,292

1,170,611
72,727

Table 3: Performance of a full file system. The test runs a 30 GB
fileserver workload under 95% NVMM utilization with different durations, and reports the results in operations per second. The bottom
three rows show the number of pages that NOVA garbage collector
reclaimed in the test.

Overall, NOVA achieves the best performance in almost
all cases and provides data consistency guarantees that are
as strong or stronger than the other file systems. The performance advantages of NOVA are largest on write-intensive
workloads with large number of files.
5.4. Garbage collection efficiency
NOVA resolves the issue that many LFSs suffer from, i.e.
they have performance problems under heavy write loads,
especially when the file system is nearly full. NOVA reduces
the log cleaning overhead by reclaiming stale data pages
immediately, keeping log sizes small, and making garbage
collection of those logs efficient.
To evaluate the efficiency of NOVA garbage collection
when NVMM is scarce, we run a 30 GB write-intensive
fileserver workload under 95% NVMM utilization for different durations, and compare with the other log-structured
file systems, NILFS2 and F2FS. We run the test with PMEP
configured to emulate STT-RAM.
Table 3 shows the result. NILFS2 could not finish the
10-second test due to garbage collection inefficiencies. F2FS
fails after running for 158 seconds, and the throughput drops
by 52% between the 10s and 120s tests due to log cleaning
overhead. In contrast, NOVA outperforms F2FS by 5.8× and
successfully runs for the full hour. NOVA’s throughput also
remains stable, dropping by less than 8% between the 10s
and one-hour tests.
The bottom half of Table 3 shows the number of pages that
NOVA garbage collector reclaimed. On the 30s test fast GC
reclaims 11% of the stale log pages. With running time rises,
fast GC becomes more efficient and is responsible for 94% of
reclaimed pages in the one-hour test. The result shows that in
long-term running, the simple and low-overhead fast GC is
efficient enough to reclaim the majority of stale log pages.
5.5. Recovery overhead
NOVA uses DRAM to maintain the NVMM free page lists
that it must rebuild when it mounts a file system. NOVA accelerates the recovery by rebuilding inode information lazily,

Dataset
Videoserver
Fileserver
Mailserver

File size
128 MB
1 MB
128 KB

Number of files
400
50,000
400,000

Dataset size
50 GB
50 GB
50 GB

I/O size
1 MB
64 KB
16 KB

Table 4: Recovery workload characteristics. The number of
files and typical I/O size both affect NOVA’s recovery performance.

Dataset
STTRAM-normal
PCM-normal
STTRAM-failure
PCM-failure

Videoserver
156 µs
311 µs
37 ms
43 ms

Fileserver
313 µs
660 µs
39 ms
50 ms

Mailserver
918 µs
1197 µs
72 ms
116 ms

Table 5: NOVA recovery time on different scenarios. NOVA is
able to recover 50 GB data in 116ms in case of power failure.

keeping the logs short, and performing log scanning in parallel.
To measure the recovery overhead, we use the three workloads in Table 4. Each workload represents a different use
case for the file systems: Videoserver contains a few large
files accessed with large-size requests, mailserver includes
a large number of small files and the request size is small,
fileserver is in between. For each workload, we measure the
cost of mounting after a normal shutdown and after a power
failure.
Table 5 summarizes the results. With a normal shutdown,
NOVA recovers the file system in 1.2 ms, as NOVA does not
need to scan the inode logs. After a power failure, NOVA
recovery time increases with the number of inodes (because
the number of logs increases) and as the I/O operations that
created the files become smaller (because file logs become
longer as files become fragmented). Recovery runs faster on
STT-RAM than on PCM because NOVA reads the logs to
reconstruct the NVMM free page lists, and PCM has higher
read latency than STT-RAM. On both PCM and STT-RAM,
NOVA is able to recover 50 GB data in 116ms, achieving
failure recovery bandwidth higher than 400 GB/s.

6. Conclusion
We have implemented and described NOVA, a log-structured
file system designed for hybrid volatile/non-volatile main
memories. NOVA extends ideas of LFS to leverage NVMM,
yielding a simpler, high-performance file system that supports fast and efficient garbage collection and quick recovery
from system failures. Our measurements show that NOVA
outperforms existing NVMM file systems by a wide margin on a wide range of applications while providing stronger
consistency and atomicity guarantees.
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